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Temperature self-adaptive program algorithm on 65 nm MLC NOR flash memory∗
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Abstract: This paper presents an implementation for improving muti-level cell NOR flash memory program through-
put based on the channel hot electron (CHE) temperature characteristic. The CHE Ig temperature characteristic is
analyzed theoretically with the Lucky electron model, and a temperature self-adaptive programming algorithm is
proposed to increase Ig according to the on-die temperature. Experimental results show that the program throughput
increases significantly from 1.1 MByte/s without temperature self-adaptive programming to 1.4 MByte/s with the
proposed method at room temperature. This represents a 30% improvement and is 70 times faster than the program
throughput in Ref. [1].
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1. Introduction

As the density increases, flash memory applications de-
mand low cost and fast program capability. Multi-level cell
(MLC) storage technology is widely used to increase den-
sity and lower product cost. As a result, improvement of the
program throughput has become a hot topic in NOR MLC
design[2, 3].

NOR flash memory is mainly used for code stor-
age because of its fast random access time. MLC NOR
flash memory mainly uses channel hot electrons (CHE) for
programming[4, 5]. With sufficient drain bias, the minority car-
riers cause impact ionization at the drain side; the carriers
which gain enough energy from the lateral field overcome the
barrier and are injected into the floating gate. CHE provides
a fast program method with considerable current. However,
CHE Ig exhibits temperature dependence[6], which will down-
grade the performance.

This paper proposes an algorithm to improve the pro-
gram throughput by using the CHE temperature characteris-
tic. The CHE temperature dependence is analyzed with the
Lucky electron model[4]. In addition, some experimental data
are also provided to exhibit the CHE temperature characteris-
tic. The implementation of temperature self-adaptive program-
ming on both circuit and algorithm perspectives, which im-
proves the program throughput by adjusting Ig based upon the
temperature, is given. Experimental results indicate that pro-
gram throughput with temperature self-adaptive programming
increases significantly from 1.1 to 1.4 MByte/s at 20 ◦C. This
represents 30% improvement and is 70 times faster than the
program throughput in Ref. [1].

2. Temperature characteristic of the flash cell
gate current

A compact flash cell model is shown in Fig. 1. The float-
ing gate voltage follows Eq. (1)[4]:

Vfg =
1
Ct

(CcgVcg + CdVds − Ig), (1)

where Ccg is the capacitance between the control gate and the
floating gate, Cd is the capacitance between the drain and the
floating gate, and Ct is the total capacitance from the floating
gate to the other terminals of the transistor. Equation (1) shows
that Vfg depends on the gate current Ig.

Several models are used to describe the gate current
caused by the CHE, such as the Lucky electron model[4], the
effective electron temperature model and the physical model.
The gate current is determined not only by the number of the
hot electrons and their energy distribution, but also by the ox-
ide field, which determines the fraction of the hot electrons
reaching the floating gate. Due to the two-dimensional nature
of CHE and its many unknown parameters, there is no analyt-
ical model for the CHE. Even so, the Lucky electron model

Fig. 1. Compact flash cell model.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of temperature self-adaptive programming.

Fig. 2. Normalized ∆Vt/∆t as a function of (VCG − VT)[6].

exhibits the CHE Ig temperature characteristic[4]:

Ig ≈ Id
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where P2 = 1−αeαE1(α) and α ≡ 2kT
qλEs
≈ 6kT

qλEox
. This expresses

the temperature characteristic of Ig. With rising temperature,
both Id and P2 decrease for N type transistors, resulting in a
decrease of Ig.

Figure 2 shows experimental temperature dependence
data for both Ig and Ib in Ref. [6]. It also shows that Ig will de-
crease when temperature increases. This is also proven on Intel
65 nm MLC technology. In this technology, with the same pro-
gram efficiency, the program currents are 67, 64.6 and 60.2 µA
at temperatures of 85, 40 and –25 ◦C, respectively. This proves
that the increased Id can compensate the decreased Ig at high
temperatures.

According to the temperature characteristic of Ig, chang-
ing Id, the slope of the word-line voltage, as well as the DOP
(degree of parallelism) based on the temperature can be used
to achieve high program throughput. The detailed implemen-
tation of this will be described later.

3. Implementation of temperature self-adaptive
programming

In MLC NOR flash, the lowest Vt (Vtl) is decided by the
leakage, while the high end Vt (Vth) is determined by the re-

liability, thus the range from Vtl to Vth is very limited. Tak-
ing into account cell from cell variation and cycling degra-
dation, the range from Vth is even worse than the ideal case.
To achieve multi-levels, MLC NOR storage requires tight Vt

distribution for each level. This means the right amount of
charge should be placed on the floating gate during program-
ming. Usually accurate charge placement is achieved by the
program and verification (P & V) algorithm, but this penalizes
program throughput since it requires extra verification of the
iteration[7, 8].

This section explains the circuit and algorithm imple-
mentation for temperature self-adaptive programming.

3.1. Circuit design

An on-chip temperature detector which is proportional to
absolute temperature (PTAT) is used to detect the temperature
in real time[9]. Figure 3 is a block diagram, where WSM is
the write state machine. Based on the PTAT output, the WSM
controls the word-line pump, regulator, and drain voltage gen-
erator to generate different output voltages depending on tem-
perature.

3.2. Algorithm implementation

Staircase word-line voltage programming[7, 8] is used in
temperature self-adaptive programming. However, the degree
of parallelism (DOP), the word-line voltage and Vd will be
changed based on the PTAT output. Here, DOP is the number
of cells which can be programmed in parallel. Firstly, as de-
scribed in Section 2, the programming Id varies with the tem-
perature, which leads to the fact that the DOP can be changed
at different temperatures. For example, the DOP can be 48 at
85 ◦C while it is 50 at 40 ◦C . Secondly, the CHE temperature
characteristic also shows that the word-line voltage can ramp
faster at low temperatures. Finally, Vd is tuned to increase Id in
Eq. (2) according to the temperature. The detailed algorithm
is shown in Fig. 4. Experimental results show that the increase
rates of program throughput are 20% and 30% at 85 and 20 ◦C,
respectively.
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Fig. 4. Simplified algorithm with temperature self-adaptive program-

ming.

Fig. 5. Die photomicrograph with 1-Giga bits 65 nm MLC NOR.

4. Experimental results

The proposed temperature self-adaptive programming is
implemented in Intel 65 nm flash technology and tested. Fig-
ure 5 is a die photomicrograph of a 1 Giga bit (GB) 65
nm 2 b/cell MLC chip. The measurement results of program
throughput are shown in Fig. 6. The measured temperatures
are 20, 40 and 80 ◦C, and 36 buffer program times are ob-
tained under each temperature, where the buffer is 1024 bytes
for the program. From the experimental results, it takes 718
µs after applying adaptive temperature self-adaptive program-
ming instead of 916 µs with traditional programming to pro-
gram one buffer at 20 ◦C. Compared with 0.17 MByte/s[10] and

Fig. 6. Comparison of program without and with temperature self-

adaptive programming for 1024 bytes.

0.8 MByte/s[11] with DOP = 256, this 65 nm MLC NOR flash
has achieved 1.1 MByte/s with DOP = 50 without temperature
self-adaptive programming. With the proposed programming
algorithm, it can achieve 1.4 MByte/s with the same DOP.

5. Conclusion

This paper has presented the implementation of temper-
ature self-adaptive programming on 65 nm 2 bits/cell MLC
technology. The Id, the slope of the word-line voltage and the
DOP are changed according to the temperature characteristic
of Ig. Experimental results show that the program throughput
increases significantly from 1.1 MByte/s without temperature
self-adaptive programming to 1.4 MByte/s with the proposed
method at room temperature. This represents a 30% improve-
ment and is 70 times faster than the program throughput in
Ref. [1]. In addition, it can also be applied in other flash tech-
nologies for improving the program throughput.

In practice, as a lot of design parameters in the pro-
gram algorithm can be affected by the temperature, the control
state machine can be modified to further improve the program
throughput.
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